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Widening Participation at Durham

• Central team

• Culture Durham

• Academic departments

• Colleges

• Student Union and Societies



Teacher feedback and engagement:  
overview of what we did



How we were collecting teacher feedback



Specific problems

• Lack of time

• Lack of consistency

• Limited detail

• No follow up

• Hard copy feedback
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What we changed

• Online 

• Integrated system

• Consistency

• Two part feedback

• Aligns with 2015 Arts Council England 

(ACE) seven quality principles 

• Creation of more effective mailing list

• Automatically generated reports
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How it looks now – part 1
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How it looks now – part 2

http://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/EJKRN/
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Findings from the new survey

• “My students left knowing they had 

visited the University (or been visited 

by representatives of)”

• Reasons for bringing a class

• Skill development

• Retention of knowledge

• What else is wanted

• Topic / resource spread

• Staff development



Additional Feedback

Excellent value for money.
Raises aspirations of children.

I haven't hesitated in recommending your 
services to other teachers, always an 
outstanding day. Thank you!

Marvellous organisation. Can't praise you 
highly enough. Wish I had known about you 
YEARS ago.

…our school is in an area where most students are first generation university applicants 
and the visit to Durham is very important in raising their expectations and also making 
them feel more comfortable with what to expect from university life. 

A really good workshop which engaged and 
interested the children. We will be booking 
again for next year!

A very enjoyable and informative 
visit. My children absolutely loved 
it.

One of the best trips we 
have been on, can't rate the 
staff high enough



What the Learning Team learnt

• Effective survey design

• Pivot tables

• Security

• Batch geocoding
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What the researchers learnt

• Not much time and effort for almost instant 
impact

– But need to keep support going

– Brief other staff in the department so they can 
help with quick queries.

• Impact case study

• Network and contacts

• Future opportunities
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